
Building a SciTech Workforce “Zone”
SciTechPREP’s “Supplemental Schooling” for the

general student population, grades K–14, or adults

A Word from the Architect: “The SciTech work-
place is multi-ethnic and collaborative, which makes
superior oral English language communication skills an
absolute “must”. The SciTech workplace requires
accelerated metabolism and is also a male, male, male,
Contextual Thinking environment. “What can you do
with what’s new?’ — is far more important to SciTech
employers than where you went to school. In fact, any
male who earned a GPA 3.2 or better at a university or
college that accepted less than 36% of its applicants
has had his brain too feminized to fit into the SciTech
workforce. Females and Faculty are Critical Thinkers —
who reject Contextual Thinking. It is their Nature.
“Meet SciTech — It’s where the well-paying jobs-with-a-
future are.” JOHN M. COMER

The purpose of our Supplemental Schooling
“Protocols” is to prepare Americans for successful
employment in the USA’s 21st Century SciTech-driven
workforce. SciTech-driven, private-sector employment
will comprise the upper middle class in the U.S.
workforce during the 21st Century. Trade skills and
college degrees are “out”. Adaptability, Adoptability
and Entrepreneurial Perspectives are “in”.

The more successful employees will become on-the-
job entrepreneurial. Entrepreneurial employees can
ensure their special-employee-status by earning a
Degree of Competence that testifies to what they
can-do. (A College Degree testifies to-where-they-
have-been and how well they rote-and-regurgitate
and conform-and-comply to rules, rules, rules.)

SciTechPREP can have two on-site
location schedules

Level #1: 2 hours, twice a week, for 16 weeks, 30-
minute sessions (Example: 6–8 pm, Tues. & Thur.)
2 times/year = 128 hours

Levels #2 – #5: 2 hours, twice a week, 1-hour sessions
for 24 weeks. (Example: 3–5 pm, Tues. & Thur.)
2 times/year = 192 hours

We can Skype-in to several locations simultaneously,
provide handouts and conduct inter-active discussions
— the first time around. Then a local Coach/Mentor,
whom we have trained, can take over.

Scholastic Engineering does the individual perfor-
mance evaluation and awards Level #1 Degrees of

Competence. This is a self-paced, do-it-yourself (DIY)
program, so all students may not be ready to qualify
by 16 or 24 weeks. That’s OK. Everyone learns at a
different rate. When students feel ready to be
evaluated, we will evaluate. If they do not meet
standards, they will need to practice more and we will
reevaluate, and reevaluate and reevaluate, until the
student qualifies.

As you will see, our Protocols do not relate to anything
taught in U.S. K–16 schools, anywhere. SciTech
employers only hire U.S. college graduates for routine
clerical, administrative or shovel/grovel/grunt jobs.

Common Core Curriculum Standards “do-not” prepare
students to become Contenders for SciTech employ-
ment. Degrees of Competence — Do!
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Providing a workforce that can restore “Made in
America” to its proper place in the global market-
place — #1.

Level #1: “Becoming a Contender”
Can build a “certified” core-cadre for a SciTech workforce
(grades 9–14 football players). “Becoming a Contender”
is a Protocol for building SciTech skill-sets that will enable
appropriate applicants to qualify-for and obtain employ-
ment that will start at more than $16/hour in a SciTech-
driven company. (Class time =16 weeks; 32 hours)

Level #2: “Building Contenders”
Provides a supplemental SciTech training-certification
program for students grades 9–14. Contenders can
become the first hired and the last fired, while moving
up, making access to “Life, Liberty and the pursuit of
Happiness” a reality. (24 weeks; 48 hours)

Level #3: “Growing Contenders”
Provides a SciTech workforce certification program for
all adult residents. “Growing Contenders” recognizes
that it is never too late to expand your options and
opportunities. (24  weeks; 48 hours)

Level #4: “Recognizing Contenders”
Reduce juvenile delinquency and juvenile recidivism
by 90% by providing SciTechPREP. “Recognizing
Contenders” can restore juvenile delinquents’ options
and opportunities that all Americans are born with.
(26 weeks; 52 hours)

Level #5: “Building Bridges Across the River –Why”
A K–12 school that demonstrates how-to-reduce the
cost of U.S. K-12 schooling by 40%, while raising
students’ national scholastic achievement rates by 30%.
(4 hours/day; 4 days/week; 48 weeks/year)
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“Protocols” that lead to Degrees of Competence — that testify to “Adaptability”
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SciTechPREP is Supplemental Schooling whose skill-
sets and relevant knowledge are not taught in any U.S.
K–16 public or private school. However, SciTechPREP
will enhance students’ academic capabilities 40%, as
standardized K–14 testing will verify. All Themes start
with something students already know or know how-to
do, and they understand why it is better to be better.
Students learn best when new knowledge is built on
existing knowledge and presented in a familiar, useful
context, and taught how-to catalogue information.

1) Cultural Literacy: We live in an urbanized, ethnically
diverse world that is dependent on dependencies.
Family Literacy: Does your family tree have roots?
Tribal Literacy: Who are your neighbors?
Community Literacy: Where do you live?
Work? Play? With who?
Functional Literacy: SciTech Skill-sets: Personal
communication = verbal/visual skill sets; communi-
cation without presence = reading/scanning/
graphic/writing skill sets; computing/calculating
skill␣ sets; context-building
American Literacy: Protecting your Rights /your
Property /your Lifestyle options

2) Attitude Modulation: Attitude drives each
individual’s life and lifestyle. Attitude is a total
exercise in FREE WILL.
What is Attitude? What does it do? How does it
do it? Why should you care? Are you playing,
winning or losing the Game of Life?

3) You and your Persona. Are you helping or
hurting yourself? — Physically? Physiologically?
Developmentally? Competitively?

4) Optimizing Relational Options by observing the
written and unwritten Social Rules of the Road.
Personal Relationships (the people who influence
your emotional life)
Employment Relationships (the people who influ-
ence your work life)
Political Relationships (people who can influence
your social life)
Financial Relationships (acquiring financial stability
and independence)

5) Obtaining, maintaining and sustaining gainful
employment, career control and vertical mobility
Getting a job. Keeping a job. Getting a raise.
Getting a promotion. Getting useful advice/support/
direction.

How to deal with the real-world, real-time.

SciTech’s Core Capability is “Managing to get things
done”, cost-effectively and in a timely manner in
today’s data-overloaded society, requires the ability to
generate Factoids and SciTech Maxims.

A Factoid correctly identifies “What is” by separating
“fact” from “fantasy” and/or wishful thinking.

A SciTech Maxim is the “least” we need to know to
make a productive decision, launch a successful course
of   action, or understand something well-enough to
discuss it — expressed in generalities that reflect our
Literacy level, Scientific Principles, Contextual Thinking
and Common Sense. Common Sense results from real-
world, real-time experience doing something that
generates a tangible, measurable, comparative result
that is as good-as or better-than competitors, and is
connected to our compensation.

Generating a SciTech Maxim: “What is the least you
need to know to make a productive decision, launch a
successful course of action, or understand what you
are talking about.”

In 60 words or less, write a statement that begins
“(TOPIC) is ................” and incorporates the answers to
4 questions: 1) What is it? 2) What does it do? 3) How
does it do it? 4) Why should I care? Your SciTechMaxim
statement comprises the least you need to know.

Example: SciTechPREP is (1) a collection of Protocols
that (2) prepare students to successfully cope with the
21st Century world of work by (3) helping them acquire
the skill-sets required for obtaining a well-paying job
with a future in the SciTech workforce in a reasonable
amount of time at a affordable price that can (4) make
their life easier, safer, and more Satisfying. (59 words)

— The Process for building a SciTech Workforce “Zone” (Community or MSA) —
“SciTechPREP”. Contact us for an Executive Summary, including 3-year budget projections.

jcomer@ScholasticEngineering.com

“Managing to Get Things Done” is the soul of our SciTech Protocols
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Degrees of Competence
• A Degree of Competence testifies to what the holder “Can-do”

• A Degree of Competence is context-based, not data-based.
• A Degree of Competence is a “Learn How-to” DIY activity.

• A Degree of Competence includes a workforce/workplace-related Ombudsman service.

Overview of “Themes” presented in Protocols — that develop “Adaptability”


